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Please email your resume with contact information
to:REVERBdance@gmail.com For more information about
REVERBdance please visit our website at www.REVERBdance.org
Producers: Kate Griffler, Lane Gifford, Sidra Bell, Bradley Shelver

Tuesday, July 3, 2012

REVERBdance Looking for an Intern Summer to Jan. 2013

Please email your resume with contact information to:REVERBdance@gmail.com For more information about
REVERBdance please visit our website at www.REVERBdance.org Producers: Kate Griffler, Lane Gifford, Sidra Bell, Bradley Shelver

 
Non -profit REVERB dance is looking for an intern with a strong work ethic and organizational skills to help with this years 8th annual festival:
REVERBdance APAP/2013 at the Baruch Performing Arts Center including four performances, $1000 prize, and weekend dance workshops.

The primary mission of REVERBdance is to provide local, national, and international seasoned contemporary dance artists including dance
theater choreographers, individual performers and dance companies with annual professional level productions as part of an annual dance
festival and other satellite productions. The REVERBdance Festival will be geared towards showcasing the best dance artists to New York City,
further advancing New York City as a cultural mecca.
Intern must be available from July to the production in mid January with a time commitment minimum of 6 hours a week with a possible
increase in the fall. Internship includes assisting the director with publicity, marketing, advertising, social media, light administration & data
entry. A big plus if you have a background in web design, graphic design, or arts management. Candidate should be very detail oriented, a
team player and an innovative thinker. This is an unpaid internship although it could lead to a part time position for a candidate who shows the
desire and passion to produce dance thru a non-profit.
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